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facebook password hacking is a popular
activity. hackers often collect the email

addresses and phone numbers of facebook
users and then use those to target a user by
sending them messages. if you want to know
how to protect yourself from getting hacked,

you should try this solution. security is a
tricky thing. it is often difficult to balance the

need for security with user convenience.
facebook, twitter and google are all very
popular and their users often have lots of
information on them. people use them to
post updates about themselves and their

lives, share photos and videos of friends and
family, and use them as a place to search for
news and information. if you want to protect

yourself and your information, you should
consider using a tool like lastpass. lastpass
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works by protecting you when you login to
websites and by automatically filling in login
information. if you are looking for a way to

protect your information, you should try this
solution. the following method will not hack
your facebook account. the method will ask

you to enter your password, which you
know, thus circumventing facebooks two-

factor authentication. however, this does not
mean that your facebook account was

hacked. the good news is that you can inject
facebook code into your website or blog to
have your visitors post on your facebook
wall. this is known as a social plugin. it
allows you to post content to a users
facebook profile wall in the form of an

application, thus allowing you to generate
revenue from your website. the best part is
that you don’t even have to be a developer
or have any prior knowledge of facebooks

coding to use the plugin, it’s relatively easy.
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instead of choosing the same password for
each online account, use a password

manager that will allow you to securely
generate unique, strong and easy-to-

remember passwords for each account. for
best results, you should use at least a

unique password for every online account. 1.
links to personal information such as bank,

email, or phone numbers. a link to a website
is not enough, you should be concerned if

the site offers something that appears like a
secure, legitimate website. for example,

ebay does not send emails with links to their
secure site as this is a common tactic used
by hackers. 3. sites that are known to send
email to customers that require passwords
to be reset. as previously mentioned, most

online banks that have customer service will
not ask for your password. they will send you
a email to confirm that you want to change
your password. hackers who send you these
types of emails are more likely to be a scam

artist, rather than a legitimate bank.
password strength is the number of
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characters in the password. the more
characters that you add to the password, the

more likely it is that you are a target of a
brute force attack. the passw0rd.txt file on

the user's desktop is one of the most
effective tools used to brute force crack or

break a password. this is because the
passw0rd.txt file is a copy of all the

passwords contained within the user's
windows operating system. a hacker can

attempt every possible combination of the
characters in that file and stop when a

successful attempt is made. in most cases,
when you see a message like this, the

computer user is at a higher risk of being
hacked. it is important that you take caution

when you are making decisions and when
you are making requests from any unknown
source. always be suspicious of any email
message or phone message that asks for

your personal information or requires you to
perform some action. always read the

message carefully and if you are unsure,
contact the company that sent the email for
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